
Kristina Villegas / Kree23LLC 
210-815-1625
kree23mc@gmail.com
https:/ /linktr .ee/kree23

Education: 
High school diploma 
Completed coursework at Palo Alto College without obtaining a degree. (2 years) 

1: Tattoo Artist (2012-now) 
- Gained experience across various tattoo studios.
- Have a background in tattooing from multiple shops.
- Have held manager positions at several tattoo parlors.
-Taught one person to tattoo as an apprentice under me in 2022.

2: Painter (2009-now) 
-Started at Blue Star Contemporary Arts with the youth Mosaic crew at 15 years old.
-Set up multiple galleries with Alex Rubio (2009-2012)
- Actively pursuing painting projects.
- Still actively creating paintings.

3: Wire Wrapper (2012-now) 
- Began exploring wire wrapping techniques in 2012.
-Actively selling jewelry as a source of income

4: Poet/MC (2010-now) 
-Stage name, Kree23
- Been performing in hip hop shows for an extended period.
- Have a longstanding history of participating in hip hop performances, which continues to this day.
- Have been involved in the hip hop scene for years, consistently performing live shows.

5: Producer/Musician 
-Self taught guitarist, not the best but enough to make music. (2008-now )
-Played the Saxophone in middle school-high school, 4 years.
-Creating music through Drum Machines such as an MPC Live & SP404 (2015-now)
-Started DJ'ing in 2023

6: Digital Artist 
-Been creating digital artworks since 2017 when I attained my first I pad.

7: Video Editing (2017-now) 
- Proficient in video editing to enhance and showcase my artistic endeavors.
- Capable of utilizing video editing techniques to elevate my art, get known with my music.
- Effective in using video editing as a medium for artistic expression.

8: Manicurist (2023-now) 
-Went to school and got my license in 2023.

Skills: 
- Proficient in various artistic mediums including tattooing, painting, wire wrapping, and poetry.
- Strong creative and conceptual abilities.
- Excellent attention to detail and ability to meet deadlines.
- Proficient in procreate, final cut pro
- Skilled in engaging with others effectively.
- Adept at fostering meaningful conversations & teaching people through my craft.




